current issue archaeology magazine - the maya sense of time as one maya calendar reaches the end of a cycle we take a look at how an ancient people understood their place in the cosmos, in america before graham hancock attacks archaeology - today graham hancock's new book america before is officially published in the united kingdom i am currently reading the book and my review will be, archaeology answers in genesis - archaeology brings the pages of the bible to life as it both confirms the bible's account of history and expands our understanding of the world of the bible, mexico earthquake leads to discovery of ancient temple - archaeologists scanning a mexican pyramid for damage following september's devastating earthquake have uncovered traces of an ancient temple the temple is, souteurans the first ancient settlers in north america - new dated petroglyphs suggest clovis culture witnessed a cosmic event and recorded it on rocks, interactive digs aia archaeology magazine s online - follow online as ancient civilizations are unearthed archaeological institute of america brings the excavations to you get full access to frequently updated field, remote sensing archaeology wikipedia - remote sensing techniques in archaeology are an increasingly important component of the technical and methodological tool set available in archaeological research, central america tours south america tours goway travel - dreaming of a central and south america vacation goway has been customizing central and south america vacations for 49 years and has the expertise and experience, the mayan traveler mayan tours archaeology tours maya - the u s based world leader in mundo maya mexico and central america tours since 1984 we are proud to offer high quality escorted mayan world travel mayan ruins, is metamora logo an ancient keltic face ancient america - by john j white iii beverley h moseley jr originally published in the midwestern epigraphic society newsletter many of the advertisements for the metamora, ancient places ancient origins - ancient origins articles related to ancient places in the sections of history archaeology human origins unexplained artifacts ancient places and myths and legends, bbc history ancient history in depth the fall of the - the fall of the mayan civilisation by jessica ceci last updated 2011 02 17, department of anthropology baylor university - the discovery of an ancient painted vase which bears one of the longest hieroglyphic texts uncovered in the central america lowlands is offering new clues into the, map of the ancient world ancient history encyclopedia - explore the ancient world in this interactive map select a date an see cities kingdoms and empires rise and fall, ancient artifax pre columbia - ancient art restoration conservation custom mounting and display stands specializing in pre columbia art i also offer affordable authentic art and artifacts, pyramids of mesoamerica crystalinks - mayan pyramids the maya are a people of southern mexico and northern central america guatemala belize western honduras and el salvador with some 3 000 years of
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